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BEDS VMCC NEWS 
STILL KEEPING YOU INFORMED 

 

 

 

Stealing the show at the Banbury Run 
 

 
 

Norm Lorton with his armful of trophies – were there any left 
for anyone else? 
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EDITORIAL 
In my usual last-minute rush to put the newsletter together, last month I 

forgot to include some pictures of the midweek run from Andrew (Sam) 

Samways. So, I hope you’ll forgive me including them in this issue. 

 

Run season is in full steam and we have reports from the Giant’s Run in 

Dorset and the Banbury Run, as well as our own June midweek run. For 

once, I attended the Banbury Run neither as participant nor as a Marshall 

so was free to watch the bikes leave and grab a few photos of some of 

our local riders. The crowd of spectators in the paddock seemed down 

on previous years but the spectacle was as good as ever. Hopefully, by 

next year my 1919 Triumph Model H will be up and running and I can 

have a go at Sun Rising Hill. 

 

It’s often said that there’s not enough hours in the day - but there’re 

definitely not enough weekends in the summer to avoid clashes and 

forcing difficult decisions on which events to attend. In my case, I had 

to miss the last club night as I was down in Gloucestershire on the 

Triumph TRW for the Ariel Owners’ Club excellent “Side-valve Rally”. 

Unfortunately, I brought home a souvenir in the form of the dreaded 

Covid-19 which meant I had to miss Don’s Midweek Run. Luckily, I 

was only ill for a day or so but having to self-isolate for five days was a 

real nuisance, especially as a common symptom of the latest version of 

Covid seems to be a bad case of “can’t be bothered”. Almost nothing 

got done. 

 

This coming weekend is our flagship event “The Albert Brown Run”. 

Another clash for me as I shall be doing the “Herefordshire-on-the-

Edge” Event for the second time. I’m making a weekend of it – 

travelling down on the 1969 Triumph T100S on Friday and coming back 

on Monday. Sorry Brent, but I look forward to receiving a report and 

pictures from the “ABR”. The following weekend it’s off to Derbyshire 

on the Silk 700S for the Crich Tramway Museum’s Motorcycle Day, 

taking in the ACU National Road Rally on the Saturday. 

 

A quick 310-mile trip down to Yeovil and back on the modern bike this 

week, to pick up some auction lots I’d won (and didn’t want to pay the 

postage!), gave me the chance to drop into the Haynes Motor Museum. 

It’s a few years since I last went but I was horrified to find that the 

fantastic collection of British Scooters is no longer there and has 

disappeared off to the Isle of Man. How could they? Pictures from the 

museum in a later issue. 

 

Lots of wonderful contributors to thank this month – Don, Kerry, Neil, 

Norm, Sam, Simon and Will. I hope I haven’t forgotten anyone. 

Bryan 

Beds Section News 

Upcoming Events 
 

ALBERT BROWN RUN – SUNDAY, 26TH JUNE, 
WILDEN VILLAGE HALL, 10.30AM DEPARTURE. 
 

  

The ideal bike? – 1905 Brown 3½hp on sale at Pete’s Bikes for £13, 750 

Too late to enter now but, like all our events, you can, of course, just 

go along to the start and/or finish (1pm-ish) for the sights and sounds. 

You might even be able to scrounge a cup of tea. 

 

CLUB NIGHT – THURS, 14TH JULY – CARPARK 
CONCOURS, 7.30 FOR 8PM 
 

Yes, it’s shiny bike night once again – pray for dry weather and a full 

turnout. Please don’t block the cars of the other hall users who don’t 

appreciate the finery on show and will want to get out. 

 

MIDWEEK RUN & LUNCH – THURS, 21ST JULY, 
10.15 FOR 10.30AM FOR THE RUN, 12.30/1PM-ISH 
FOR LUNCH 
As usual we’ll starting from the Shefford Memorial Hall car park but, 

this time, we’ll be finishing with lunch at the Forest Centre at Marston 

Moretaine. Be warned, if you come to the lunch in a car you will have 

to pay to park – but not if you come on a bike. 

 

The provisional lunch programme for the rest of the year is: 

• August - Musgrave Arms, Shillington (or Cross Keys, 

Pulloxhill) 

• September - Super Sausage, Potterspury 

 

May Midweek Run pictures 
[Thanks to Sam] 

 

As mentioned in the editorial, I forgot to include these shots from the 

May Midweek Run in last month’s newsletter 

 

 
 

 

Not sure what the topic of conversation was but it looks to have been a 
source of amusement 
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June event reports 
CLUB NIGHT – RIDE A BIKE TO SHEFFORD 
Brent tells me it was an excellent turnout, no pictures though. 

 

MIDWEEK RUN & LUNCH – NOBBY’S FARM SHOP, 
BILLINGTON 
[Don reports:] 

 

 
 

Eight of us assembled on a glorious morning, with a fine selection of 

classic machinery, a Kawasaki, two Hondas, two Nortons, a Velo, an 

AJS and a Royal Enfield. It was already hot enough for us to be seeking 

shade, so a route that took in Ashridge Forest provided some relief from 

the heat. Norman set off ahead of the pack and as we passed the layby 

at Sharpenhoe he appeared to be taking an early breather, so, with a 

cheery wave we passed by. He caught up with me in Toddington and 

pointing at his clutch lever, he said he was going to make for home. I 

had obviously mistaken a distress signal for a greeting. Norm 

subsequently tells me that he had been adjusting the clutch cable, which 

was getting worse. He managed to get home with no adjustment left and 

has now discovered that the clutch centre was coming unscrewed – not 

a roadside fix. 

 

 
 

The route took us a fairly direct way via minor roads, passing through 

Barton and Harlington (sparing a thought for the Covid-stricken Bryan 

as we passed his home), Toddington and Tebworth to Eaton Bray. From 

there we turned towards Ivinghoe Beacon and climbed up the hill to the 

National Trust car park for a rest stop with superb views of Dunstable 

Downs.  Once we reached Ringshall, we came across a sign across most 

of the road – the dreaded “Road Ahead Closed”. Fortunately, my 

scouting run a few days previously meant I knew that we could still get 

to the turn-off for Gaddesden just before we got to the barriers with the 

road closed. A typically misleading bit of signage.  

 

 
 

The run through Ashridge was a delight with welcome shade 

interspersed with fine views.  After Nettleden, the route crossed the 

Gade valley and then climbed steeply up through Bridens Camp 

(fortunately without an apostrophe) to Gaddesdan Row, then from 

Studham dropping down a narrow lane to Dagnall, and then passed 

under the white, or now rather grey, lion on the hill at Whipsnade. 

Another quick trip through Eaton Bray and we could take the road out 

to Billington and the Baa T rooms at Nobby’s Farm Shop. Ellis was 

waiting for us at the lunch stop and said he had seen Norm heading 

through Woburn. Dining al fresco under a gazebo was very pleasant but 

even with the shade provided, it was still very hot. 

 

So that was that; or nearly. On the way home my bike was not 

responding to the throttle in the way it should. An examination revealed 

that the casting of the twist-grip had split allowing it to rotate around 

the bars, but I made it back home with the aid of an insulating tape 

bandage. 
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Other upcoming events 
 

South Beds Classic Vehicle Show - Cross Keys, Pulloxhill. Sunday 

14th August 10am - 4pm 

 

Sand and Motorcycles – Leighton Buzzard, Sunday 25th September  

 

Kop Hill Climb – Princes Risborough, Sat/Sun 24th-25th September 

 

[Please let me have details of any events you’d like included] 

That Ariel 
WILL CURRY 

In the previous issue of the Newsletter there is a photo of my eye being 

attracted by an Ariel at the RAKMR in May this year. As some of you 

may have noticed, I have something of an interest in Ariels. You may 

also have noticed I was entered on my 1929 Ariel but because of damage 

to my knee I was reduced to a modern Yamaha with an electric start. 

 

 

The Ariel in question: I think it's a 1929 Model E and a fine example of a 
Black Ariel too 

Ariels from 1926 through to the end of the vintage period are often 

called 'Black Ariels'. I suppose this is because they are black and to 

distinguish them from the later 'Red Hunters'. 

 

Anyway, my interest in Ariels has led me to be considered something 

of an anorak in some circles. 

 

 

A screenshot from the AOMCC Forum website. 

1926 was when Val Page joined Ariel and started to update the range of 

bikes. For the first year all that happened was that the brakes were vastly 

improved, and the new Val Page range of engines fitted. There were 

significant changes from then on until the end of the vintage era. 

 

 

The pillar fixing saddle 

So, what about this Ariel attracted my eye? The local registration was 

the first - 'KX' is a Buckinghamshire registration, so it's not travelled 

very far. Next was the pillar fixing for the saddle. The one advantage to 

this method is that the saddle can be easily adjusted for height. The short 

springs do not make for a comfortable ride however and conversion to 

the three-point method used on later Ariels isn't uncommon. 

 

 

A 1929 centre-stand 

Another feature is the rear stand, Ariel fitted a centre-stand for 1929 

which was so successful it was replaced in 1930 with a rear stand. 

Again, it's not uncommon to find 1929 models with a rear stand - the 

lugs were still on the frame. 
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Tension spring front forks 

1929 and 1930 models featured a fork spring in tension, not 

compression. It's not clear to me from the picture which one is fitted 

here. What is clear is that the gear change is mounted on the frame on 

an extension of the front petrol tank mounting. For 1930 and on, the 

gear-change was mounted on the tank itself. 

 

 

The speedo 

A curious feature is the speedo and its cable. The cable is driven from 

the front of the gearbox and loops underneath the timing case where 

there is a clip to keep it off the exhaust pipe. It then runs up to a speedo 

attached to the top of the front forks. This isn't the usual place for the 

speedo which would have been an option in the day. Usually, they are 

mounted in the petrol tank on the other side from the filler cap. What 

makes it interesting, at least for me, is that the speedo on the forks looks 

to be a chronometric whereas the one available when the bike was new 

would have been a PA type. These are driven at different speeds so 

either the speedo drive gears in the gearbox have been changed or the 

speedo fitted must be seriously inaccurate. I didn't get the chance to ask 

the owner how it was set up. Another mystery to keep me awake at 

night. 

 

By the way, the gaping hole in the front engine plates was where the 

dynamo went when one was fitted. 

Giant's Run, Dorset VMCC - 

Sunday 29th May 2022 
SIMON SMITH 

The event is open to girder fork bikes of any age and is limited to 100 

entries; it sold out quickly so I was pleased to get a confirmation email 

that my 1928 Royal Enfield 180 was accepted.  

Kathryn and I decided to make a weekend of it, not knowing Dorset that 

well we could do some sightseeing when I wasn't on the bike. We found 

a nice cottage on a farm to rent, only 2 miles from the meeting point. 

There was even an appropriate barn to keep my bike in!  

 

 
 

 Sunday dawned clear and dry, and I made my way to the meeting point 

at Spire Hill Farm. There was already a good mixture of bikes, and I 

found a spot to park up and get a coffee.  

 

 
 (not sure what the cyclist thought of it all!)  
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I was issued with my route sheet (thanks to Bryan for the loan of his 

nifty holder) and before I knew it, I was heading off!  

 

 
 

 I'd had a chance to practice using a route sheet on the Roger and Arthur 

King ride, so was comfortable making my way at my own pace - which 

was quicker than the older, smaller bikes.  

 

The theme of the ride was Captain T E Lawrence, and the first stop was 

at Moreton to visit St Nicholas Church where his funeral service was 

held and to visit his grave, just nearby. 

 

 

 
 

The church was of particular interest, having windows that were etched 

rather than stained. They were made by the famous Laurence Whistler 

and are rare and of exceptional quality.  

 

 
 

The route carried on in a southerly direction, leading me to a halfway 

cafe stop for more coffee and cake. So far, the bike was running nicely, 

and the original appearance drew interest from members of the public 

with questions like "what is it", "how old is it" and "it's quite noisy, isn't 

it?"  

 

 
(those Ariels get everywhere...)  
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After about 45 miles, and with around 20 to go, I came to a gentle incline 

and when I opened the throttle the revs went up, but the speed went 

down. Slipping clutch! I eased off and managed to get to the top and 

stop. Looking around the bike I could see no obvious causes. Another 

rider pulled up and offered assistance: I thanked him and said I'd sit 

there for a bit and let it all cool down.  

 

After 10 minutes I started up and carried on, it was still not right and 

when I came into the lovely village of Milton Abbas, lo and behold on 

the right was the Hambro Arms, with many sports cars parked outside. 

Perfect place to stop!  

 

  
 

There was another rider there who was on the Husqvarna that I spotted 

at the start, he had just blown out his rear tyre and was waiting for his 

wife to come and rescue him. We agreed that there were worse places 

to break down!  

 

 
 

Anyway, a pint and about 30 minutes later I decided that I must press 

on. I was delighted that the bike pulled fine all the way to the finish, I 

deduce that it must have just got too hot.  

 

 

 A nice meal at the finish and a local cider and it was time to head off. 

An excellent day, well organised and very friendly natives - I plan to 

return next year!  

1950s British Masterpieces 
KERRY DELLAR 

 
 

Hawker Hunter and, from Stevenage, one of the rarest Vincents, only 

15 are known to have been built - what were they? 'White Shadows', 

basically Black Shadows, but by special order for those who did not 

want this beautiful engine blacked over - so it had a lovely, polished 

engine instead. Designated 1A, the Black Shadow being 1B, this one 

also came with aluminium rims from new. There are approx. 1600 Black 

Shadows. 

 

Vincent, post-war, made around 12000 bikes which, considering many 

cost almost as much as a small house, is surprising although apparently 

they never made any money from them. 

Familiar faces 
NEIL CAIRNS 

 
Neil doesn’t give the context of the photo but I’m guessing it was the 

Founders Relay Rally checkpoint at Shefford. 

Road Signs: Further examples 
WILL CURRY 

UK roads are well-decorated with road signs. Most are well documented 

in the official government publications: 'The Official Highway Code' 

and 'Know Your Road Signs'. There are however other, undocumented 

road signs which can be very useful to the road user who appreciates 

their significance. I've gathered together a few examples to share. 

 

There are at least three sorts of road sign. Firstly, those that tell us the 

way at junctions. 
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Secondly, those that direct us such as speed limits and No Entry signs. 

Finally, there are those that warn us such as Steep Hill and Sharp Bend. 

The unofficial signs that follow are all of this warning variety. 

Horse droppings: Untouched by tyres, the horse probably isn't that far 
away 

The sight and sometimes the smell of horse manure can be a sigh that 

the road is regularly used by horse riders. While none of use ride faster 

than we can stop on our side of the road in the distance we can see to be 

clear - do we? - sometimes one doesn't have to get that close to a nervous 

horse to frighten it, especially from behind. When frightened they can 

kick out with a kick which will damage both one's bike and oneself. 

Horses are even more expensive than vintage motorcycles and the 

exercise of a little discretion can save much damage to self, bike and 

overdraft. 

 

 

Rainbow puddle 

Although when accompanied by clouds of oily smoke a puddle covered 

in rainbows signifies the presence of a Scott somewhere ahead they are 

more usually a warning that the going might become unsettlingly 

slippery further on.  

 

 

Skid marks 

Not so common now with the increasing use of ABS but still a good 

indication that not far ahead is some feature that has caught out another 

road user. 

 

 

Nestling snugly in the hedge, the car has been there long enough for 
the council to mow the verge. 

It's not often that the whole car is to be found in the hedge but 

component parts such as numberplates and bumpers are as common as 

fly-tipping on the B655 from Hexton to Hitchin, a road with a poor but 

deserved reputation for accidents. 

 

There are other indicators too that there may be hazards in the form of 

painted accident sites and flowers by the roadside. 

 

 

Not a road sign as such... 

I came across this on Google Streetview while searching for the start of 

one of the midweek runs. 

A busy month for the Ajay 
NEIL CAIRNS 

 
I've been busy this month on my '52 AJS 18S. It went to the Royal 

British Legion's Day at the Ace Cafe, the oldest bike there.  
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Then it was used to 'steward' the Leighton Buzzard Truck Fest where 

200+ HGVs' were run up the A5 from Junction 9 of the M1 via 

Dunstable, Hockliffe, Leighton Buzzard to all assemble in a huge field.  

 

 
 

It then sat outside the RBL stall for children to sit on for a photo.  

 

 
 

The chap who set off the HGVs was one Paul Robinson, 94 years old, 

ex-Army Veteran who served in Berlin just after WW2. He once had an 

AJS.  

 

 
 

The '53 AJS 18S combination went to the Emergency Services Day at 

Quainton railway centre and the sidecar was sat in by over 100 

children during the day. It has a little bulb-horn and the rubber bit is 

now worn out. A ride out with Don on a hot Thursday on the solo, AJS 

proved to be an excellent day out, nice and relaxed with a lunch at 

Nobby's Cafe to finish. 

The Banbury Run, 2022 
NORM LORTON (WITH PICTURES BY BRYAN MARSH) 

I started doing this event in 2014 with my 1923 Norton 16H. It has 

always been a delight to park the bike on the 'parade ground' with so 

many excellent motorcycles of the same period; that is, Veteran and 

Vintage only. And I have always enjoyed the run, although two and a 

half hours without a decent half-way stop always seems a bit too much 

and the short extension to pass the Banbury Cross puts you into 

unpleasant town traffic and multiple roundabouts. 

 

But this is 'The Largest Gathering of Veteran and Vintage Machines in 

the World' as the VMCC themselves say and it is an absolute privilege 

to be able to take part in it. If I was told that I could do only one 

motorcycle ride ever again it would be the Banbury Run for that reason 

alone.  But I have probably far more enjoyed the actual rides and lunches 

on the Albert Brown Run, and many of Bryan and Don's local Thursday 

outings. 

 

This year the programme included a few names from Bedford and 

district: 

64 Raymond Cox, 1929 BSA 500cc S29 sloper 

90 Geoff Hoden, 1930 BSA 349cc L30-5 

160 Norman Lorton, 1923 Norton 490cc 16H 

186 Gerald Gibbins, 1910 Triumph 499cc 3 1/2 hp 

189 Chris Dawkins, 1911 Triumph 500cc 3 1/2 hp 

211 Martyn Walker, 1913 Triumph 500cc 

294 Martin Luker, 1929 Sunbeam 498cc model 5 

301 Philip Butcher, 1928 Rudge 500cc special 

361 Nigel Coote, (on Chris Dawkins) 1923 Raleigh 350cc 5s 

 

If I have missed a name from the programme I apologise. Some names 

I cannot put a face to, and I am sorry that the only ones I saw to say 

hello to were Nigel and his dad. 

 

So how did the event go? Well, it is under 'changed management' as the 

heavy previous use of VMCC office resources has stopped and there 

were some gaps that need to be filled. But the volunteers who ran the 

day did an excellent job: gate and site reception, tent sign-on, timed 

check-in stops – all were very well supported and conducted. 

 

The site at Gaydon I personally like. But there has been some griping 

apparently and I think it is from people who want to go back to a grass 

field and simply pay less.  Gaydon now has a lot of hard standing – the 

big assembly area and now a vast car park where we had adequate room 

to park vans , trailers and run out ramps to unload. All quite important 

IF the weather turns wet. 

 

The good news is that there are new, and younger, people joining in. All 

the talk about a next generation not being interested in Veterans and 

Vintage I don't think is going to come to pass. Yes, numbers are down 
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but there were a lot of first timers on the programme apparently. 

 

Jenny and I have a bonus in that we get to see several old Norton Owners 

chums that we might meet up with only once a year. This year I was 

surprised, and delighted, to find a rosette on my Norton that said 

'winner'. What had a I won? Well, I would have to attend the prize giving 

at 4 p.m. to find out so we both sat ourselves down after packing away 

the bike and readying the van for going home. It was very nice to wash 

hands in the decent Gaydon Museum facilities and sit in a large, air-

conditioned conference room for the prize giving. President John Holt 

and Chairman Mario Costa-Sa made a good stab at the ceremony 

although timed results were not easily available and simple statistics like 

'oldest bike + rider' not worked out.  As I said there have been financial 

tightenings and new processes perhaps will evolve. 

 

The prize-giving is often skipped by those keen to dash off home 

(myself included in previous years) but I had been lured in by that 

rosette. Somehow, we need to find a way to get many more to be 

involved by making it more of a show: free tea and buns? stickers on 

every bike that has won a silver or gold? All but one of the rosette 

awardees were in attendance, which made it very good, but precious few 

silvers and golds were handed out. 

 

And my rosette? Well, I had been awarded best bike in Class B (early 

vintage riding 50+ miles) which was a lovely heavy glass, engraved 

tankard, and also the 'Vintage Tyre Scheme Trophy' with a silver cup 

from Joyce Cobbing (to engrave and return) and another large, glass 

engraved drinking vessel. This was for my success as best performing 

early vintage, i.e. consistent times for the 20 mph target between 

checkpoints. How I won that is a mystery, I can only guess that everyone 

else completely missed the checkpoints. Both awards were a delight to 

receive, and I am grateful to the VMCC for keeping the prize-giving 

going. I do hope that the participation of riders in the 'timed events' will 

improve, and that the prize giving ceremony can change, grow and 

succeed in the future. 

 

 

Nige Coote sets off on Chris Dawkins’ 1923 Raleigh 5S 

 

Laurence Fox (Kensworth) on Derek Harding’s 1928 Ariel Model C gets 
a helpful push from the Warwickshire Blood Bike volunteers – but in 
vain  

 

Pat Turley (Dunstable) on his 1927 twin-port 500cc OHV New Hudson 
looks back to see what’s happened to Laurence Fox on the Ariel 

 

Derek Harding (Berkhampstead) swings his 1930 Ariel E or F round to 
find out what Laurence has done with his bike 

 

Laurence looks on as Derek gets the Ariel going, and off they set. 
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Richard Upstone (Dunstable) on his 1928 Model 18 Norton 

 

Stephen Willis (Leighton Buzzard) – 1928 Ariel Model E 

 

Phil Butcher on his late Father’s 1928 500cc Rudge Special 

 

Martin Luker sporting a very patriotic helmet - 1929 Sunbeam Model 5 

 

Chris Dawkins gets a clean getaway on his Trusty 1911 3½hp Triumph 

 

Not such a clean getaway for Gerry Gibbins on his 1910 3½hp Triumph, 
benefitting from a helpful shove from the Blood Bikers. Gerry was the 
unsuspecting victim of an administrative error and ended up with the 
route sheet for 70-mile long route for late vintage machines, and had to 
tackle Sun Rising Hill before getting stuck, having run out of petrol. 

 

1904 Lagonda Tricar, hotly pursued by Norm Lorton on his 1923 16H 
Norton, unaware that his picnic basket was destined to be full of awards 
by the end of the day 

 

Starter rollers at the ready for a 1929 Ariel LF250 
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Classic Bike Day, Pure 

Triumph Woburn 
BRYAN MARSH 

 

The threat of rain kept most people away and for a while it looked like my 
1947 Triumph Tiger 100 was about the only “real” classic bike there – 
until the air filled with a blue haze and high-pitched buzzing announcing 
the arrival of a pack of 1970s sports mopeds. 

 
Another event reduced in attendance because of the weather. 

 

It could have been 1975, except the riders were no longer skinny, spotty 
“yufs” but grey-haired middle-aged blokes – apparently on a run out from 
a weekend gathering at the Rose and Crown in Ridgmont. 

Classic Stony, Stony Stratford 
BRYAN MARSH 

Kawasaki 250cc twin, owned by the same chap since new 

 

Round tank BSA with a notice proudly proclaiming it to be one year 
older than the Queen 

 

Microcars with twin-cylinder Excelsior (?) two-stroke powerplant, or 

 

Three-cylinder, two-stroke, or even 

 

The daddy of them all – 692cc Royal Enfield four-stroke twin 


